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Why SmartStock® Tri-Tower is Good for Business

WASTE SAVING  
& SUSTAINABLE      

 Tri-Tower and its one-at-a-time dispensing 
can reduce cutlery waste2—so less cutlery  

to replenish and less landfill trash.

RELIABLE TECHNOLOGY, 
SMALL FOOTPRINT  

 Operators trust Dixie Ultra® dispensers  
to perform consistently and impress  

patrons. Efficient design requires very  
little counter space, and dispenser also 

mounts conveniently on the wall.

CUSTOMIZABLE INSERTS  
 A full selection of dispenser inserts is  

available to add colorful design and  
messaging to dispensers. You can also  
order customized inserts with your own 

brand-specific messaging and logos. 

FULLY ENCLOSED  
3-IN-1 STATION  

 Patrons get all their cutlery at one station. 
And employee restocking is hygienic and 
easy within the fully enclosed dispenser.

HYGIENIC DISPENSING  
 Touchless, automatic dispensing means  

no buttons or levers to push, helping  
to improve hygiene and prevent  

contamination. Patrons touch only  
the utensils they need. 

HIGH-CAPACITY  
ADVANTAGE  

 Holds up to 390 utensils, the most of any 
SmartStock® dispenser—so restocking is  
less frequent. Pre-counted cutlery refills  

cut loading time by 50%.1

3-IN-1

1Independent research commissioned by Georgia-Pacific.
2SmartStock® reduces cutlery usage on average by 29% vs. open bins. (Independent research commissioned by Georgia-Pacific)

Take Control of Your Cutlery  
SmartStock® Tri-Tower Dispenser

Seldom can a new product help operators meet their most pressing  
challenges: reducing cutlery waste, improving hygiene, streamlining employee  
tasks, and maximizing counter space. The SmartStock® Tri-Tower dispenser was 
designed with operational efficiency in mind. That’s exactly what you get from the 
industry leader in cutlery dispensing technology: game-changing performance that 
your patrons will appreciate.

Universal chambers  
let operators  
configure the  

dispenser with any 
combination of  

Series-T utensils.

MFR # Dixie Ultra® SmartStock® Product Substrate Series Color Quantity

Cutlery Dispenser

DUSSTDSP3 Tri-Tower Cutlery Dispenser NA Series-T Black 1 Dispenser  
@ 390 Capacity

Cutlery Refills
DUSSF5 Fork Refill

POLYSTYRENE
Greater rigidity and strength 

Series-T Black 24 Refills  
@ 40 Count

DUSSK5 Knife Refill

DUSST5 Teaspoon Refill

DUSSS5 Soup Spoon Refill

DUSSPF5 Fork Refill

POLYPROPYLENE
Break resistant

DUSSPK5 Knife Refill

DUSSPT5 Teaspoon Refill

DUSSPS5 Soup Spoon Refill

Tri-Tower Dispenser + Series-T Cutlery Refill Selections


